I - Section one reading and interpreting : (6 pts).

A - Part a comprehension
1- True or false  a/ F  b/ T  c /T ………………… (1.5pt)
2- Answering questions……………………………………………………………. (1.5pt).
   a) predictive
   b) Aeropolis  because there isn’t enough land in Tokyo.
   c) 500 floor high.
   d) The title: the city of the future……………………………..(1pt)
3- Asking questions  ……………………………………………………………………..(2pts)
   a-What will happen in case of fire?
   b. When will Aeropolis be built?

B - Text exploration : (8pts).
   a) Do the same……………………………………………………(1pt)
      Polish teachers / Danish actors
   b) The odd words……………………………………………………………. (0.5pt).
      Know / listen.
   c) Final “ed”……………………………………………………(1.5pt).
      “ed” called / phoned / reserved.
      “t” finished / camped.
      “id” wanted / constructed / landed.
   d) Correcting verbs …………………………………………. (2pts)
      1) lived  2 ) are breeding  3) will grow  4) will be constructed.
   e) Sentence completion ………………………………………………. (3pts)
      Robots will put out fire.
      M.Shuzimo said that there wasn’t enough land in Tokyo.
      c- If he arrives tomorrow I will help him.

II – Section two / Written expression : (6pts).
Topic one :
   Form ………………………………………….. (4pts).
   Content……………………………………….. (2pts).

Topic two :
   Form ………………………………………….. (3pts).
   Content……………………………………….. (3pts)